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Diego Lopez is in pursuit of his mate, Diana Bacon. Follow them as Diego attempts to hold his body

under control until the next full moon. Once the moon is here there will be nothing stopping him from

kicking in her door and claiming her for his own. No brick houses will keep him out. This time the big

bad wolf winsâ€¦Another wickedly delicious twist on a childhood classic. I wonder if thereâ€™s

something a bit wrong about messing with childrenâ€™s books, but alas, Iâ€™m not stopping there.

More to comeâ€¦
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Nothing like fate and your grandparents stepping into your life to bring you what you need. Nothing

like going through life searching for your mate and when you least expect it fate and some how

grandparents lead the Lopez brothers right where they need to be to run right into them. Diego had

been so lonely so when he finds out that he mate is close he follows her until the time is right for him

to claim her. With a little help from the family when the full moon hits Diego has Diana right where

he wants her! I absolutely loved this story and was so happy to get the bonus stories to fill in the

details. If you like shifters who are obsessed with their mates one click this baby right now!!!



I voluntarily reviewed an advanced readers copy of My property. C.M Steele has done it again. As

always her work blows me away. I loved every minute of it. The story was unique and exciting with

phenomenal characters. I just couldnt get enough. This is a definite must read that you won't want

to miss out on reading.

Three brothers and three sisters who were meant to be! It was the perfect combination. I absolutely

loved it! The 3 little pigs in a sense remade is amazing! Love CM Steele!

I loved this book! Shifters with mates are one of my favorite tropes. I loved that we got to have the 2

sisters stories as well!

Diego, and his younger twin brothers, Alejandro and Hector, are wolf shifters, and as such value

their cabins away from civilization. They use them to decompress, bask in the solitude away from

the city, and enjoy time as their wolves. However, unbeknownst to them, their sanctuaries were

bequeathed to three sisters, women they've never met, by their grandparents.Diana, and her

younger twin sisters, Tara and Lara, are surprised upon learning of their inheritance from strangers.

Tara and Lara have fully embraced the new properties and gone to inspect and personalize theirs.

Diana, an architect, essentially became mother to her sisters after losing their parents when the

twins were young. When they've been out of contact with her for a while, she begins to worry and

tries to report them missing.As her sisters are of age, Diana is informed, basically, to stop worrying.

Frustrated, she leaves and literally bumps into a gorgeous man, and a month later she hasn't

stopped thinking about him. Diego, having learned his brothers mated Diana's sisters, just knows

Diana is his, but as they can't actually mate until a full moon, he must watch her from afar...for

now.What happens when Diego and Diana's paths cross again, and the time is now right for him to

make his claim? How will Diana react upon learning of Diego's secret? As they adjust to their new

lives, who is sabotaging Diana's work? How far will they go? Is Diana safe? Will Diana make the

necessary changes to ensure she's happy professionally? Psst...this author always writes HEAs, as

well as safe reads. In this book, and the two additional short stories for Diego and Diana's siblings,

that means all three feature dual virgins, yes, they will each mate with their one and only. *does the

dance of joy.*One-click now and follow along as plans laid for mates to meet come to fruition.**I

voluntarily read and reviewed an Advanced Reader Copy.**



I was lucky enough to receive an ARC of this book from C.M. Steele. This story is the most adorable

and hot as heck version of The Three Little Pigs. Ã°ÂŸÂ•Â· After reading this book I want my own

sexy Latino man who will shift into a magnificent wolf. Ã°ÂŸÂ•ÂºDiana Bacon (I love her last name)

is 24 years old, she has two younger twin sisters, Lara & Tara who recently turned eighteen. Their

parents were killed when they were little girls leaving them to be raised by their Grandparents.

Diana was always very protective of her sisters and the responsible one which has made her

uptight. She's an Architect and loves designing old-fashioned buildings ever since she was little. Her

and her sisters find out they've each inherited a house in the woods from a complete stranger.

Diego Lopez is 30 years old and a successful real estate developer working for Lopez Properties,

his family's business. He has two younger twin brothers, Hector & Alejandro who are 24 years old.

The Lopez brothers also happen to be wolf shifters. They are confused and angry when they find

out their Grandparents gave away each one of their houses. Diego loved his home in the woods

especially after a hard week at work, he could go there and run in the woods in his wolf form without

being seen. He's in Spain visiting his parents when he finds out both his brothers have found their

fated mates - living in their houses. When he meets Diana he soon realizes his Grandparents knew

exactly what they were doing when they willed the houses to the Bacon sisters. Their chemistry is

explosive and when they finally come together they may bring the house down. I loved the two

bonus stories about Hector & Lara and Alejandro & Tara.

MY PROPERTY is a beautifully written paranormal novella about three sisters who inherited houses

from strangers. The owners of the properties didn't know why these were given to the women, until

they saw them and realized that they were their mates. This book showed how the sexy Latino wolf

shifters Diego, Hector and Alejandro pursued Diana, Lara and Tara. The main story was that of

Diego and Diana's , the eldest of the siblings, and it was so good but I also enjoyed the two

supporting stories. My Property is actually a sexy version of the childhood tale of Three Little Pigs.

And I'm excited to read more Steele Fairy tales!I have read an advanced copy of this book and this

is a fair and honest review and recommendation voluntarily shared.
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